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MANAGEMENT SUMMARY

Robot Connectivity in Intralogistics
Robots

The world́ s current infrastructure technolo-
gies are not designed for an optimally integrat-
ed autonomous robot environment. Building a 
foundation with older generation technologies 
that were not made for a distributed use in the 
field such as a fleet of robots is less secure and 
will face scalability issues. 

Staex’s technologies developed at Deutsche 
Telekom since 2017 within a larger distributed 
systems department and a significant technol-
ogy investment took proven modern technol-
ogies, inspired and influenced by web3. Staex’s 
foundation based on peer-2-peer communica-
tion and swarm management offers the best 

blend of the traditional and new distributed 
technologies to create a secure, scalable, more 
sustainable DevOps platform for the future of 
robotics. 

The establishment of such DevOps pipelines is 
a challenge that the majority of robotics com-
panies face while scaling. They currently solve 
these issues with custom solutions, spending 
high development resources to build systems 
that are not part of their core business. Staex 
instead offers a standardized, secure and effi-
cient way of how robotics DevOps can be built 
and managed.  

DR. ALEXANDRA MIKITYUK
CEO AND FOUNDER
alexandra@staex.io

staex GmbH
c/o Unicorn

Am Neuen Markt 9e-f in 
14467 Potsdam
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FOREWORD

Robot Connectivity in Intralogistics
Robots

As the robotics industry moves towards more 
autonomous and remote controlled robots, 
the overall functionality and performance of 
the machines will depend more heavily on the 
connectivity from the cloud to the edge where 
the robots lie, as well as the interconnectivity 
between robots in a fleet. The ability to con-
nect in a two way fashion across different net-
work barriers, such as NATs and firewalls, has 
been until now only achieved using painful and 
time-consuming VPNs or SSH tunnels. When 
discussing with robotics manufacturers, this 
is a common pain point when trying to scale 
out robotic fleets. In order to get telemetric 
data from their robots, push updates, or even 

ABBREVIATIONS

AMR:  Autonomous mobile robots

API: Application programming interface

SME:  Small-to-medium enterprises

ROS:  Robot Operating System

remote control them, they must build out new 
solutions for connectivity for each customer. 
Additionally, existing platforms such as the Ro-
bot Operating System (ROS) do not provide 
a robust connectivity solution for large scale 
deployments. The objective of this whitepa-
per is to provide an overview of the robotics 
industry and to understand the connectivity 
barriers to adoption and scaling of robotic soft-
ware solutions. Additionally, this paper seeks 
to understand the hardware limitations that 
are impacted by networking to understand 
the capabilities and the optimization points for 
networking robots.

NAT:  Network Address Translation

VPN:  Virtual Private Network

SSH:  Secure Shell 

ZTN:  Zero-trust network
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Robot Connectivity in Intralogistics
Robots

STATE OF THE MARKET

The intralogistic robotic industry is poised to 
massively grow within the next decade, with 
projections showing a total value of $415 billion 
by 2032 [FactMR]. This growth is driven by the 
increase in e-commerce which requires high-
ly efficient performance in creating, locating, 
and shipping goods. Autonomous intralogis-
tic robots promise to offer drastic increases 
in throughput for the manufacturing and 
logistics industries in comparison to only hu-
man labor. According to FactMR, warehouses 
equipped with intralogistic robotics solutions 
can reach an accuracy of 99.9% when retriev-
ing and storing goods, as well as an increase 
of employee productivity to 80%. In order to 
maintain market position, companies–and 
especially SMEs–will need to procure autono-
mous intralogistic robots for their factories and 
warehouses.
 
Companies producing autonomous intralo-
gistic robots for their industrial customers of-
ten require connectivity to their machines for 
telemetric data, software updates, as well as 
predictive maintenance. However, the robots 
are physically separated in a customer’s ware-
house or factory behind the unique IT infra-
structure at each facility. Therefore, it is quite 
difficult to establish two-way connectivity to 
the robots without a long and arduous inte-
gration. According to a survey entitled Indus-
trial IoT in the Time of COVID-19, 75% of indus-

trial IoT companies experienced issues with 
connectivity to their devices during rollout 
[Inmarsat]. While it is possible to manually set 
up a few factories with VPNs, repeating the 
process for every new customer is a timely and 
costly process for robotics companies. VPNs 
also pose a security risk for IoT projects, since 
VPN servers are centralized targets which can 
be attacked. If compromised, a large-scale ro-
botic network could be taken down. 50% of re-
spondents to the aforementioned survey rec-
ognized they had IoT security risks, and 48% 
have internal policies to mitigate it [Immar-
sat]. Unfortunately for robotics startups, this 
means that with every end customer, the new 
security policies must be manually adapted. 

Additionally, one of the major restrictions for 
digitalization of factory and warehouse proj-
ects is cost. Reducing implementation time 
and effort not only would produce more 
functional robots with higher data through-
put, but also a cheaper robotic product 
for manufacturing and logistics. Annually, 
about 39% of total IT spend (USD $3.9 trillion 
in 2020) is spent on software and integra-
tions. In 2022, the total spend is expected to 
reach USD $4 trillion [Neto]. Reducing this 
cost would bring massive benefits to SMEs 
as it frees up budget, as well as saves cost 
during the implementation of solutions from 
robotics companies.

$415 bn. 75% 39%
Predict growth in  

intralogistics robotics  
industry by 2032

of industrial IoT companies 
experienced issues with 

connectivity to their devices

of total IT spend  
is spent on software  

and integrations 
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AUTONOMOUS ROBOTS AND  
CENTRALIZED COMMUNICATION

ENERGY 
CONSUMPTION

Intralogistics shifted from rigid and centralized 
towards fully autonomous systems [Fottner et 
al., Kartnig et al.]. Now there is no hierarchical 
system that controls all conveyors in the ware-
house and instead robots solve their logistics 
tasks independently. However, the connec-
tivity software for the robots still lags behind. 
The popular Robot Operating System (ROS) 
version 2 uses centralized messaging mid-
dleware, while version 1 uses a master-worker 
node setup. Businesses that can not migrate 
from ROS 1 must develop their own custom 
messaging solutions. Connectivity is clearly an 
industry need for robotic solutions, but the cur-
rent state-of-the-art middleware is still central-
ized, which means it is not robust enough for 
autonomous robotics that must act alone or in 
concert in the field. 

Centralized services are great for controlling 
static systems, but in an environment where 
data needs to be shared between robotic 
peers, distributed control is a must. Although 
the robots are autonomous, the surrounding 
system is not: failure of a robot does not af-
fect the system at large, but the failure of the 
middleware does. The industry still considers 
robots as a subordinate component of the 
larger system that can not be left “unattend-
ed”. In order for the robots to become truly au-
tonomous and reliable, the paradigm shift has 
to happen in the connectivity, management 
and monitoring software as well. In an ideal 
world robots should be fully independent un-
less manual maintenance is needed.

Mobile robots run on batteries, and conserving 
energy provided by the battery reduces the 
cost of charging and idle time of the robots. 
The major energy consumers inside robots are 
a motion system, a microcontroller and an em-
bedded computer [Mei et al.]; inside embed-
ded computers the major energy consumers 
are a CPU and a network card [Miranda et al.].  
 
There are multiple ways of reducing energy 
consumption of robots: dynamically lowering 
the voltage of unused components, prolong-
ing the idle period of the components by clus-
tering the tasks that involve the usage of these 
components, trading motion for communica-
tion, et cetera. Some studies report that the 
amount of energy consumed by a CPU that 
encrypts the data is less than the amount of 
energy consumed by sending this data over 
the network [Miranda et al.]. This opens up an 
opportunity to reduce power consumption 
of the robots by using lightweight connectiv-
ity solutions that reduce the amount of data 
sent over the network. Combining this with 
fully autonomous robots that do not upload 
data to cloud servers for processing will re-
duce the cost of owning cloud servers and 
transmitting large amounts of data over the 
network.

Robot Connectivity in Intralogistics
Robots
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RESOURCE-CONSTRAINED AND 
DURABLE HARDWARE

Robots often use durable hardware (e.g. com-
puter boards that can work in high-humidi-
ty, high-temperature, low-temperature and 
other extreme environments). This hardware 
can cost as much as a rack server, but provide 
computing power of a single-board computer. 
In such situations clients often want to use as 
much computer resources as possible for the 
business needs rather than for system mainte-
nance and scheduling. At the same time, sys-
tem maintenance becomes more and more 
important as robot systems transform from 
fully-closed and specialized to fully-autono-
mous and general-purpose, while DevOps 
tools that are used to maintain these systems 
become more and more close to the tools that 
are used for cloud servers (e.g. Kubernetes).

There are versions of these tools that were op-
timized for the resource-constrained hardware 
(e.g. MicroK8s), however, the architecture of 
these tools is still centralized: the control plane 
of the system is located in the cloud, not in the 
same building as robots. Failure of the control 
plane may result in the failure of the robot sys-
tem, and global network connectivity between 
the robots and the cloud is not reliable which 
can cause further problems. The solution is 
to use decentralized management systems 
that are also optimized for resource-con-
strained hardware, but do not have the con-
trol plane that is located in the cloud. Such 
systems make robots fully autonomous and 
increase reliability of the system since there 
is no global network involved and there is no 
centralized control plane that is susceptible to 
failure or attacks.

CONNECTIVITY 
ADDS VALUE

When autonomous robots are connected, 
they are able to exchange more information 
between themselves to create a larger under-
standing of the world in which they operate. 
Autonomous robots can drive alone, but are 
then only able to process the world directly in 
front of their sensors. In a factory this means 
there is an incomplete view of the environ-
ment which can lead to inefficiencies or safety 
risks. When interconnected, a composite view 
of the industrial environment can be created 
and shared between robots. This information 
allows for better job orchestration where multi-
ple robots are working together. Other 3rd par-
ty sensors can also be connected to the robots 
for more data. With more digital equipment 
entering Industry 4.0, smart connectivity for an 
accurate digital twin of the factory is necessary 
and can bring more efficient processes, equal-
ing more value output.

Telemetric data can be transmitted also to 
data services operated by the robotics com-
pany to perform analytics for predictive 
maintenance of the robots. On-top data ser-
vices can be offered to the buyers of the robots 
to enrich the functionality and lifespan of the 
robots. Robots that are also spread across dif-
ferent physical locations also should be linked 
together, to increase the quality of the data 
for maintenance prediction.

Robot Connectivity in Intralogistics
Robots
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SECURITY 
AND RELIABILITY

There are multiple security risks for the current 
robot systems. One of them is custom mes-
saging solutions, another are VPNs that give 
full access to the nodes, and lastly a centralized, 
star-shaped system architecture that does not 
allow operators to isolate failed or compro-
mised components easily.

Custom messaging solutions (shell scripts that 
upload the data to the servers, reverse SSH 
tunnels etc.) might be simpler and more ef-
ficient than standard VPNs, for example, but 
the efficiency and simplicity comes at a cost–
custom solutions are rarely as secure and reli-
able as standalone ones. Standard messaging 
software supports much more, including end-
to-end encryption, quality of service, automat-
ic reconnects, message queueing, congestion 
control, keep-alive messages, to name a few 
[HiveMQ]. Developing these features in-house 
is time and human-resource intensive. Using 
existing, fleshed out communication proto-
cols reduces the need to build everything from 
scratch and can be scaled faster than custom 
solutions.

Businesses that sell robots usually want to 
access their robots to perform maintenance 
tasks (e.g. manually control a stuck robot) and 
for that purpose they usually use VPN software. 
However, this software is very low-level for such 
use cases. VPNs help organizations provide 
full access to the internal network for their re-
motely working employees. This level of access 

is not required for robotics companies as they 
only need to perform specific tasks. Zero-trust 
networks (ZTNs) are more suitable software for 
that purpose than VPNs. ZTNs provide more 
granular access control for the network with 
software defined networking. instead of pro-
viding full access to the nodes, they authenti-
cate each user, service and node individually. 
Robot businesses may access only those nodes 
that are actually their robots and only perform 
specific tasks permitted by the network. This is 
much more secure and software defined net-
works can be updated for new deployments 
across many different infrastructures, such as 
those that span multiple industrial sites.

ZTNs are usually distributed and decentral-
ized as opposed to centralized VPNs, thus 
they provide more security and reliability. 
Decentralized systems are less likely to be af-
fected by denial-of-service attacks as attackers 
must take down all nodes in the network in or-
der to interrupt normal operation, as opposed 
to taking down only control plane nodes in a 
centralized system. More granular access con-
trol allows to isolate nodes and services that 
got compromised and quickly return to normal 
operation mode. In 2021, the Colonial pipeline 
had to be stopped for several days because of 
a cyberattack which resulted in a fuel shortage 
[Wikipedia]. The ramifications of such attacks 
will become more serious in the near future if 
businesses do not maintain their security stan-
dards to be up-to-date with the reality.

Robot Connectivity in Intralogistics
Robots
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STAEX AS AN INTRALOGISTICS  
ROBOTICS ENABLER

Staex is a fully distributed and decentralized 
network which can reduce the complexity 
when deploying and connecting autono-
mous mobile robots in the field. The proto-
col is fully peer-to-peer, which means that the 
robots can communicate directly with each 
other and with data services in the cloud, but 
also it can operate in highly restrictive network 
settings. With only limited outbound traffic 
allowed from a factory, Staex can establish a 
two-way encrypted connection between the 
robot manufacturer’s infrastructure and the 
robots located at the customers’ factories and 
warehouses. Robots can be located anywhere, 
even in multiple customers networks using 
software defined networking to ensure net-
work security. 

Staex offers significant savings over VPNs 
where constant manual configuration tasks 
bog down deployment. Staex-enabled robots 
can be hot-swapped into running systems, 
and telemetric data about the status of the 
hardware can be streamed. Additionally, ap-
plication deployment can be made over the 
air using a built-in docker engine, which helps 
robotics developers push new versions of their 
software without requiring physical access to 
the machines. 

Staex includes a scheduler that simplifies ap-
plication deployment for the large number of 
nodes. The scheduler is fully-distributed and 
decentralized, meaning that there is no coor-
dinator node that manages the cluster - robots 
can manage themselves on their own. This 
makes the system more robust.

Staex’s protocol supports tunneling of any 
other protocol over IP, so developers do not 
have to worry about reworking their applica-
tions in order to use Staex. Additionally, lega-
cy systems that can be registered and made 
available to robotic services using simple API 
calls. Their data services then are directly avail-
able to the robots in the field.

Staex strips away the need for complex sys-
tem integrations and allows for complete 
control of robotics infrastructure in the field. 
The ability to send data to and from robots 
while in customer premises is critical for the 
rapid scalability of the sector. Simpler connec-
tion to robotics leads to better service for cus-
tomers, as well as a reduction in cost for both 
the robotics manufacturer and for the end fac-
tory or warehouse customer.

Robot Connectivity in Intralogistics
Robots
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